
Top  5  Fashion  Trends
Blossoming for Spring

By Noelle Downey

If you’re looking for the best way to stay ahead of the
celebrity  fashion  trends  this  spring,  look  no  further!.
Cupid’s got the scoop on all of the sexiest looks to keep your
wardrobe fresh, fab and fierce this season. Strut like you
just stepped off the runway in these designer-approved fashion
trends that will make every body without your stunning sense
of seasonal springtime style simply green with envy!

The weather is heating up and so is
the fashion world this season. What
are  the  hottest  fashion
trends coming off the catwalk that
you  can  use  to  freshen  up  your
style this spring?

1. Grand graphic tees: Keep this springtime season sensational
by making a splash with a graphic tee that tells the world
exactly how you feel. With looks from designers and labels
like  Maison  Margiela  and  Coach  utilizing  this  deceptively
simple  form  of  casual  fashion,  it’s  time  to  stock  up  on
graphic tees as the new staple of your every day wardrobe.
Pair with some ripped jeans and sandals for some casual, on-
the-go style or stick to a short mini skirt and tall heeled
boots for a fancier take on a comfortable style.

2. Fabulous florals: While it may not be a shocking turn of
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events,  florals  are  making  a  come  back  for  the  warmer
springtime weather. If you’re looking to shake up your flower-
power style for a more grown up look this spring, try showing
some skin with a fashionably low plunging neckline or keep
things cool with a barely-there floral bralette. Long floral
skirts in both louder orange colors and cooler violet shades
will also be a must-have this season.

Related Link: Fashion Trend: Fashion Goes Digitally Modern
Savvy

3. Mesmerizing metallics: If you’re searching for something to
add some sparkle to your springtime, look no further than the
metallic trend. Add some fashionable sheen to your wardrobe
with a shimmer of gold, silver, cobalt, and copper metallic.
Whether adding an unmistakable shine to a floor-length dress
or adding some star-power to a casual jacket, metallic are the
newest fashionable way of catching eyes and turning heads.
Experiment with new shiny shades this season to stay ahead of
the fashion curve and keep yourself looking like a star.

4.  On  trend  and  off  the  shoulder:  Add  a  little  flirty
fabulousness  to  your  look  this  year  with  a  trend  that’s
blowing up the red carpets. Look for shirts and dresses that
show a little skin this season, or at least a little shoulder.
With designers such as Moschino, Rodarte and Mugler proving
that this terrific trend is the next must-have look for all
fashionable ladies out there, it’s time to make sure you’re
flaunting your shoulders with all the rest of the fashion-
forward. This off the shoulder elegance will add some class to
any outfit, and keep you cool and camera-ready this spring.

Related Link: Fashion Trend: The ’90s Are Making a Comeback

5. Magnificent mix ‘n match: Shake up your celebrity style and
take a walk on the wild side with some prints that may evolve
from  clashing  to  couture  this  season.  Mash  up  stripes
and checks or florals and plaid for a look that stands out and
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shows your stunning sense of style. This season is the perfect
chance for you to live your most daring fashion dreams, so
don’t delay! Try your favorite floral blouse with some bold
plaid pants for a look that will cause a sensation from the
red carpet to your next girl’s night out. While this style may
seem a little bit funky, it’s definitely the newest way to
show your true colors in the fashion world, so jump on this
trend today!

Are you in love with any of these new red carpet fashion
trends? Which ones do you think you’ll have to style out for
spring? Let us know in the comments.


